


OUR STORY

Revolution is 100% BC family owned and operated, 
providing over 25 years of service to local communities.

We believe that every waste stream is comprised of 
valuable resources which we have proven can be cost 

e�ectively recovered within our innovative systems and 
visionary facilities.



OUR VISION

Our business philosophy is a simple one: 
everything we do must benefit the environment, our 

customers, employees, suppliers and neighbors. 
 That is why we invest our own capital, own our own 

facilities and manage our own operations.



Vancouver Surrey Lytton

OUR FACILITIES

Our revolutionary Resource Recovery Parks accept 
recyclable resources from our own customers as well as 
other service providers, as we are uniquely positioned to 

recover much of what was previously considered 
‘garbage’. This Full Circle approach and scope of 

facilities allow us to save our customers time and money.



DEDICATED RECOVERY 

We believe in a world with nothing wasted. Our superior 
technology and facilities even allow for the 

de-packaging of food and beverage products. This 
includes expired, recalled and excess packaged or bulk 
foods of any kind. We accept all quantities of canned, 

boxed, plastic wrapped, or loose food.



EQUIPMENT

Our full range of state-of-the-art equipment allows us 
to customize a collection system that works for any 

customer and any budget.



TOGETHER WE CAN

Our full range of state-of-the-art equipment allows us 
to customize a collection system that works for any 

customer and any budget.

Our expert consultants stay ahead of changing 
legislation so you don’t have to. Our dedicated 
training program helps our customers achieve 

industry-leading diversion and recovery rates. We 
are committed to customer success because 

we are in this together.



EXPERTISE

Our expert consultants can help you design a 
system to separate, collect and recycle 

your entire waste stream.

- Consultation

- Hauling

- Organics

- Equipment

- Recycling

- De-packaging



FULL CIRCLE ORGANICS



Revolution Ranch sits on 700 acres in 
the Southern Interior of BC, a short ride 

up the Fraser Valley. It is home to the 
first fully sustainable certified organic 

soil farm in North America.

FOOD TO FARM



We believe in simple, cost e�ective resource recovery that 
is easily customizable to meet each customer’s needs.

Every customer can achieve maximum 
diversion and resource recovery with the 

right training and support. 

OUR PARTNERS



“My three McDonald’s Restaurants have recently embraced full 
resource recovery in partnership with Revolution, resulting in over 

60% of the waste stream being diverted to date. The success of our 
program- which diverts food, paper, metal and plastics– is based on 

the mutual commitment of both businesses to re-consider waste 
material as valuable resources. Furthermore, we have been able to 

reduce our costs while achieving a previously unnattainable 
level of sustainability.”

- McDonald’s, Lower Mainland

TESTIMONIAL



“We have reduced the amount of waste going to the landfill from our 
store by at least 60% and hope to achieve an even greater amount in 

the future. To be able to save at least 50% [in costs] 
and become a greener, more environmental business 

is definitely an added bonus.”

- Tim Hortons, New Westminster

TESTIMONIAL



There’s no time to waste. 


